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Leamington 5 Bedford Town 0
Zamaretto League Premier Division
The New Windmill Ground
Tuesday 8th March 2011

Brakes banished the disappointment of Swindon Supermarine as they got back to winning ways
in style, rattling in an ‘old five’ without reply at the New Windmill Ground. Visitors Bedford Town
simply had no answer to what was at times a stylish attacking performance, and it is no
exaggeration to say that the goal tally should have perhaps been a little higher.

Leamington quickly showed their intent as they pushed forward from the first whistle and pinned
their opponents inside their own half. James Rowe’s back heel set up Neil Barnfield to curl in a
low shot that Eagles keeper Ian Brown pushed behind for a corner. The opening goal arrived 8
minutes in, Jacob Blyth rewarding Paul Holleran’s faith in handing him his first start by
ramming in a deflected shot after Rowe’s close range effort was blocked. The youngster
impressed throughout, making a nuisance of himself and linking up well with his strike partner.

Liam Daly pushed up to power a header just over the bar from a corner, and the big defender’s
knock on from a free kick should have been helped into the net by Rowe, but the ball ended up
rolling just wide.

The visitors looked nippy when they had the chance to break forward, but opportunities were
few and far between, and the Brakes defence remained untroubled. The ball was moved quickly
around the pitch and there was plenty of movement and sharp passing, with everyone looking to
get involved. Stephan Morley whipped a dangerous looking drive just past the post, but a
second goal looked to be on the cards on 24 minutes when Leamington were awarded a
penalty. Jacob Blyth headed the ball into the path of the on-rushing James Rowe, who was
bought down by Bedford skipper Derwayne Stupple. This time Liam Daly stepped up to the
spot, but unfortunately his name was added to the list of players who have been unsuccessful
from 12 yards this season, as Ian Brown saved his low effort with ease.

Undeterred by this setback, Leamington continued to pour forward, and Neil Barnfield should
really have opened his account for the club when he connected with Morley’s free kick from the
right wing, but somehow scooped his shot over the bar from inside the six yard box. A second
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goal was not long in arriving though, but it came from an unlikely source, Bedford defender
Stuart Wall leaving his goalkeeper stranded as he completely misjudged a back pass, the ball
rolling past Brown into an empty net.

The visitors applied some brief pressure on the Leamington goal, and a free kick was eventually
cleared, before Lee Downes clipped the top of the bar with a well struck free kick from distance.
The assault continued after half time, Liam Daly seeing another header saved, and Rowe’s neat
body swerve created space for a shot that curled past the far post. Michael Tuohy took a knock
and was replaced by Alex Taylor, but this did nothing to disrupt the flow of the game from a
Leamington perspective, Daly going close again with another header, but it lacked the power to
test Ian Brown in the Bedford goal. The overworked custodian was picking the ball out of his net
again on 66 minutes though, after a strong run into the area by James Rowe saw him crowded
out by three defenders, only for the ball to run free to James Husband, whose first time drive
was helped into the net by a deflection.

A fourth goal should have quickly followed. Neil Barnfield appeared to be shoved over as he
played the ball back to Jacob Blyth on the edge of the area, who did well to retain possession
and get his shot away. Ian Brown managed to parry, but the ball somehow squirmed away from
James Rowe, who looked certain to net a deserved goal from close range.

Another goal did arrive on 80 minutes for Leamington, and it owed much to a good advantage
played by Referee Mr Radford, who allowed play to continue despite Stephan Morley being
grounded following a foul. The ball was moved forward menacingly, and James Husband
whipped over a cross from the left that was controlled neatly by substitute Luke Corbett, before
being lashed high into the net, something which will have no doubt cheered the striker up
immensely after he was so disappointed with his penalty miss on Saturday. He was almost
presented with the chance to add to his tally when Scott Lycett bent in a super cross from the
right, but was denied by the head of Derwayne Stupple who nipped in with a vital interception.

A near perfect evening was rounded off in style in the last minute of normal time. Neil Barnfield
was clattered around 25 yards from goal, just left of centre, and Lee Downes stepped up to curl
a free kick over the wall, and off the underside of the bar, Luke Corbett making sure as the ball
came back out into play. As you would expect of any striker worth his salt, he attempted to claim
the goal, and was not happy when it was awarded to Downes, but on reflection he perhaps
won’t begrudge his skipper scoring his first for the club.
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The goal threat continued from Brakes in added time, James Husband’s cross was almost
converted by a neat flick from substitute Chris Knight, Corbett just failing to get a shot in before
being closed down. Knight so nearly made it six with the final action of the game when he
dispossessed a defender on the left edge of the area before cutting in and lashing a shot across
goal.

Such a positive reaction to the reverse at Swindon will no doubt have delighted Paul Holleran
and Lee Williams just as much as the supporters, and the team can go into successive away
fixtures at Evesham United and Stourbridge in good spirits. Bedford were well beaten, but a
special mention must go to their keeper Ian Brown, who has to be one of the amiable we have
encountered, and still had a smile on his face even at the end of the game, despite the result.

Leamington: Tony Breeden, Scott Lycett, Stephan Morley, Lee Downes [C], Liam Daly, Jamie
Hood, Michael Tuohy (
14 Alex Taylor, 63), Neil Barnfield, Jacob Blyth (16 Chris
Knight, 81), James Rowe (
12
Luke Corbett, 73), James Husband.

Subs not used: 15 Jamie Sheldon, 17 Adam Newbury.

Bedford Town: Ian Brown, Ben Islam, Eddie Lawley, Derwayne Stupple [C], Stuart Wall,
Jermaine Ivy (14 Nat Peacock, 65), Craig Daniel, Jamie Cole, Josh Sozzo, Ian Draycott,
Ishmael George.

Subs not used: 12 Tom Damon, 15 Ady Hall, 18 Michael Kavanagh.

Attendance: 345

Referee: Mr N Radford
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Assistant Referees: Mr R Gardner & Mr D Cheosiaux

Man of the match: Jacob Blyth.
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